
 

WELCOME

by Frank Edwood, writing for Cointelegraph

Satoshi Nakamoto, the secretive developer who developed Bitcoin, sought help from

expert cryptographers, which allowed him to make Bitcoin secure, says an early

developer.
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Bitmain’s operations in Shenzhen are reportedly being disrupted as ousted

CEO Micree Zhan forbade shipment of mining devices following his recent

takeover of the Beijing office. After physically taking over the Beijing Bitmain

office, Zhan is reportedly regaining control and is blocking the delivery of

Bitmain products from the factory.

BITMAIN STRUGGLE CONTINUES AS OUSTED
CEO REPORTEDLY HALTS ASIC DELIVERIES

by Nikolay Beliavskiy, writing for Coinstelegram

Apolline Blandin, a leading analyst at the University of Cambridge’s Center for

Alternative Finance, is confident that the jump in bitcoin hash after halving indicates

growing competition among BTC miners.

COMPETITION AMONG BITCOIN MINERS IS
GROWING

by Tim Alper, writing for
Cryptonews

Sekisui House, Japan’s

biggest housebuilder,

says it will launch a

blockchain-powered

home leasing platform

for its Sher Maison range

– and could allow renters

to sign contracts and pay

utility bills using

blockchain-based

solutions directly from

their smartphones.

JAPANESE
HOUSING GIANT TO
BEGIN
BLOCKCHAIN-
POWERED HOME
RENTALS

by Andrey Shevchecnko, writing for Cointelegraph
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WELCOME

by Robert Stevens, writing for Decrypt

The cost of the average Bitcoin transaction fee has plummeted. They were high

right after the Bitcoin halving. But since then, fees have fallen by 83.7%.

BITCOIN’S AVERAGE TRANSACTION FEES
FALL BY 83% FROM POST-HALVING HIGH

by Jinia Shawdagor, writing for Cointelegraph

Over the past few months, India’s cryptocurrency market has continued to be in a

constant state of flux. From crypto bans imposed by the country’s central bank to a

historic ruling by its Supreme Court to lift that ban, for most onlookers it appears

that India’s crypto market has experienced a rebirth.

SET TO GROW, INDIA’S CRYPTO INDUSTRY
MUST FIRST TOIL TOUGH GROUND

World-leading mining hardware producer Bitmain launched its new

Antminer T19 Bitcoin Mining application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)

this week. The news follows recent community reports that Bitmain’s

recently-launched Antminer S17+ mining ASICs were defective. We reported

on it in a previous newsletter.

ILLEGAL MINERS IN RUSSIA STOLE $6.6M
WORTH OF ELECTRICITY: POWER GRID FIRM

by Samuel Haig, writing for Cointelegraph

A report published by CoinMetrics has found extreme wealth centralization

among many top stablecoins, with at least 80% of the total capitalization for five

top stable tokens being held in less than six accounts.

REPORT: LESS THAN 6 ACCOUNTS CONTROL
80% OF WEALTH ON TOP STABLECOINS

by Forkast.News Staff,
writing for Decrypt

Dubbed the world’s first

‘paper-based blockchain-

powered lottery’, the

system promises to boost

transparency in

Cambodia's nascent

gambling industry

CAMBODIA TO
LAUNCH
BLOCKCHAIN-
POWERED
LOTTERY
SCRATCHCARDS

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

by Anna Baydakova, writing for Coindesk

This week HashR8

catches up with Wang

Chun, the proprietor of

F2Pool to discuss ways of

securing Bitcoin's

Blockchain. Listen to this

episode here.
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